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MOBILE DEVICE 
MANAGEMENT



What is MDM?

Tech Help Direct is a support leader in mobile device management (MDM) for education, enterprise 
and small to medium business. We are partnered with MDM platforms like Cisco Meraki, Jamf and 
Zuludesk to deliver customised solutions that are proven and work!

As a prominent member of the Apple Consultants Network, we are certified, trained and supported in 
Mobility Deployment by Apple directly. Extensive experience, knowledge and customer feedback has 
made Tech Help Direct one of Queensland’s most reputable MDM service providers.

Mobile device management (MDM) is the ability to manage all of your Apple iOS (iPad and iPhone) 
and other mobile devices from one interface. This technology allows companies, managers and ICT 
departments to seamlessly deploy, manage, monitor and update mobile devices.

Easy to manage with no 
interaction on the user’s 
device at all.

With Apple’s Device Enrollment 
Program, ICT can deploy devices 
without physically seeing them.

If devices are lost, 
compromised or stolen, 
remotely wipe them.

Remotely deploy apps 
& restrictions.

Remotely lock & wipe 
devices in seconds.

Zero-touch deployment 
with Apple DEP.

SYSTEMS THAT WORK AND WE KNOW HOW.

Systems that work and we know how.

Experienced specialists with amazing partnerships.



Tech Help Direct have extensive experience when enrolling and managing iOS mobile devices with an 
MDM platform. We are closely partnered with Apple and have vast experience with their deployment 
programs. Whether you have existing devices or are planning a new deployment, our experienced and 
certified team members will provide you the most streamlined and effective solution available.

Apple Device Enrolment Program 
eliminates the need to physically connect 

devices to supervise them. They’re 
automatically enrolled in the MDM when 
turned on and joined to WiFi or cellular.

Apple’s Volume Purchase Program allows 
administrators to bulk-purchase app 

licenses and seamlessly deploy to devices 
using the MDM platform.

Apple Configurator Device Enrolment Program Volume Purchase Program
Apple configurator is used to manually 
supervise devices and deploy profiles 

over a USB connection. 

Enrolling your devices in the MDM server.

Aimee Feldman
Owner - KIN + Co.

We have received outstanding support from Tech Help Direct. You and your 
team should be commended for your responsiveness and professionalism.

Our Clients
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For more information on how
Tech Help Direct can help you,
visit our website or call to 
speak to one of our consultants.

Call us on 1300 622 843
info@techhelpdirect.com.au
www.techhelpdirect.com.au


